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Career Tip: Stay Calm And Be Versatile. Do Not Career Tip: Stay Calm And Be Versatile. Do Not 
Trust EasilyTrust Easily

The star houses are in conflict in your chart this year,

and there’s also an abundance of ill-omened stars present,

meaning  that  this  will  be  an  unlucky  year  for  you  no

matter how hard you try. Expect conflicts to pile up one

after  another—it’s  recommended  that  you  keep  a  cool

head  in  such  situations  and  try  not  to  get  furious  or

aggressive, as this will only end up with both sides getting

hurt. Remember that it’s sometimes good to take a step

back! Also, as the “Prison” star is present in your chart,

you may accidentally violate laws this year. Therefore, be

very careful with every step you take and don’t even think

of trying anything that sounds remotely not-above-board,

or there may be serious consequences. 

Keeping a low profile this year should be a good idea,

unless you want to become everyone’s favorite target of

attack.  Stay  vigilant  when  it  comes  to  meeting  new

people, and don’t ever leak your deepest secrets to people

you’re not completely sure you can trust. People born in

the year of the sheep and, to a lesser degree, people born

in the year of the dog, will be great help in your career

advances this year. Forge sincere work relationships with

them and your work process will be sped up in leaps and

bounds! The luckiest career choices for you this year are

those related to “earth” and “metal”.

Finance Tip: You May Spend A Lot This Year. DoFinance Tip: You May Spend A Lot This Year. Do
Not Gamble!Not Gamble!

Your finance fortune this year, sadly, is not good at all.

Not even your regular income source can be completely

relied  on,  and  it’s  also  not  a  good  time  to  invest  or

purchase real estate. The unlucky star “Big Consumptions”

shine upon you this year, signifying that you may have to

consume a lot  of money during the period, so be extra

careful over your finances! There is also the possibility of

having to spend a lot on a court case, so it’s better to save

up when you can. You won’t  have much luck in getting

extra  income  from  side  endeavors,  so  steer  clear  of

gambling-related  activities,  which  will  cause  you  to  go

broke in no time.

Health Tip: You’re Prone To Illnesses This Year, Health Tip: You’re Prone To Illnesses This Year, 
So Take Good Care Of YourselfSo Take Good Care Of Yourself

The unlucky “Illness Charm” star shines upon you this

year, signaling a high possibility of illnesses. Therefore, be

extra mindful of personal hygiene, and work on self-care.

Rest whenever you can to boost your immune system—
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remember  that  prevention  is  better  than  a  cure!  Be

especially careful when it comes to your heart and lungs.

If  you  notice  something  off,  consult  a  physician

immediately. There is also the possibility of getting injured,

so steer clear of possibly dangerous locations—especially

in the final three months of the year.

Relationship Tip: Relationships AreRelationship Tip: Relationships Are
Unstable This Year, So Take CareUnstable This Year, So Take Care
To Maintain Them!To Maintain Them!

You’re prone to feeling down this

year, to the point that it’s affecting

your relationships, so try to get to

the root of the problem as soon as

possible  so  that  you  may  soon

become  your  smiley,  lively  self

again.  Do  not  neglect  your

significant  other  this  year.  Treat

them with care and understanding,

or you may gradually drift apart and even

end up parting ways.

Horse: Luck And LongevityHorse: Luck And Longevity
In Chinese, the pronunciation of “bat” and “fortune” is

the  same.  Therefore,  a  bat  on  a  big  peach  (which

represents longevity) symbolizes both luck and a long life.

These two, plus the magical lingzhi mushroom that cures

numerous  diseases  and  the  jade  rabbit  who’s  busily

concocting elixirs, form the perfect image of luck and good

health.

Those born in the year of the horse will

have a very difficult year ahead of them,

full of conflicts, finance issues, and health

problems.  This  “Luck  and  Longevity”

charm, placed facing the southwest (or

in the southwest of your home/office),

will help you navigate the year of 2020

and bring you great luck.
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